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Abstract—The IoT is rapidly becoming a reality. Forecasts
predict more than 20 billion connected devices in 2020. These
devices bring many benefits, but security them in IoT environment
can be a quandary. With the advent of technology, it is very easy
for an adversary to clone a device and replace it, or tamper
the data. In the context of wireless communications in IoT,
the definition of message authentication should be extended to
include verification of the device along with the integrity of the
message it produced. In this paper we propose a device- and data-
dependent physical layer authentication scheme by using a device-
specific, dynamically variable key to generate a data-dependent
tag. This tag is embedded in the data transmission using an
information hiding scheme to reliably extract it at the receiver,
without compromising the performance of the underlying wireless
communication system. Simulation results show that our scheme
can achieve high authentication rate while rejecting the tampered
transmissions in typical noisy communication channels.

I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of wireless networking techniques has resulted in
the well-known paradigm of Internet of Things (IoT). This con-
nected environment is established by everyday devices equipped
with appropriate sensors, computing power and transceivers
for digital communication [1], [2]. Wireless communication
is inherently vulnerable to various types of malicious attacks
because of its broadcast nature, and the situation is exacerbated
by multiple wireless entities in IoT. In application scenarios
such as remote video-monitoring, e-health systems etc., a re-
ceiver in an IoT environment should be able to reliably verify
the claimed identity of the transmitter and detect tampered
received data in the transmission-reception process to avoid
catastrophe. Consider the example of a remote video-monitoring
system implemented on a large estate. Video cameras installed
at various remote locations (or on unmanned aerial vehicles -
UAVs) transmit data to the central unit situated in the home. In
order to compromise the premises monitoring, an intruder (Eve)
can pose as a legitimate video transmitter (Alice) to make the
central unit receiver (Bob) accept her own video feed. To thwart
such an impersonation attack, Bob should be able to authenticate
the transmissions from Alice and reject the transmissions from
Eve. To this end, Alice can create and transmit a message-
dependent tag along with her transmissions. Bob endorses Alice
as the sender of the message and the data is tamper-free only
if a valid tag is detected in the received data.

Security primitives for such tagged authentication tradition-
ally implemented at the upper layers of the protocol stack
can be compromised [3], [4]. Simply appending the tag at the
end of transmission also reduces the data throughput. As a
complementary approach to higher layer security, authentication
at physical layer provides greater trust assurance [5]–[12].
Similar to message authentication at the higher layers, active
schemes [8]–[12] make use of a tag that Alice embeds in
her transmission. It is generated using a fixed pre-shared key
between Alice and Bob, which can be stored on the on-chip
non-volatile memory of Alice’s device. This method is not

sufficiently secure and efficient as non-volatile memory can
be cracked by advanced attack technology and the cost of
integrating it onto the chip is higher than volatile memory.
Besides, an attacker may retrieve such a key by physically
accessing Alice’s device.

Existing active methods [8]–[12] rely solely on the uncertain-
ty of Eve’s observations of tag and her limited computational
ability. With sufficient observations, Eve could use machine
learning attacks to break the key. A potential solution is to
renew the Alice-Bob key at regular intervals, which incurs
a heavy penalty of multiple back-and-forth communications
between Alice and Bob over an insecure channel. A dynamically
variable key can be created by appending the transmission
number to pre-shared static key [8]–[12]. However, it is d-
ifficult to synchronize Alice and Bobs transmission numbers
in a potentially adverse environment and retransmissions are
often required. Alice and Bob may generate matching keys
using the characteristics of the Alice-Bob channel, based on
the assumption that the channel between a transmitter-receiver
pair is unique, reciprocal, and multipath-rich [6]. Such channel
may still be manipulated by the attacker to influence the key
generation process. Moreover, such a scheme needs constant
channel validation for successive transmissions. It may not be
suitable when Alice-Bob channel varies abruptly, e.g., when
Alice’s device is not stationary (a camera mounted on a UAV)
or when Eve-Bob channel is similar to Alice-Bob channel within
permissible limits, e.g., when Eve replaces Alice’s device with
her own device or she places it within a close proximity. For
transmission authentication, Bob can undertake a passive ap-
proach [5]–[7] and monitor Alice’s RF transmission fingerprints,
but Eve can also do so. With the contemporary cognitive radio
and wireless transmitters, it may be possible for Eve to mimic
Alice’s transmission characteristics closely.

Advanced threat protection calls for dynamically variable
key derivation function for Alice and Bob and more robust
information hiding scheme to communicate the tag without
unacceptably degrading the performance. The key derivation
function should be independent of the operating environment
so that the key and tag cannot be controlled and/or forged
by Eve. The tag should be unique to Alice’s device and data,
such that Eve cannot reproduce the same tag and Bob is able
to identify any possible tampering by Eve. With these con-
siderations, we propose a device- and data-dependent physical
layer authentication scheme for wireless remote monitoring.
Our scheme uses physical unclonable function (PUF) [13] and
perceptual image hash to create a device-specific key and a
data-based tag respectively, and an information hiding scheme
to transmit this tag with the data through a public channel.
A PUF is an integrated circuit that transforms the physical
disorder of random semiconductor fabrication process variations
of its nanoscale devices into a unique and unpredictable digital
bitstream (response) upon query (challenge). In our scheme, the



PUF forms the basis of unique, environment-independent, hard-
to-break device key derivation function. Alice uses the PUF
response of the image content capturing device to compute an
authentication tag based on perceptual image hash. Perceptual
hash is robust to addition of noise or content-preserving opera-
tions, but is otherwise sensitive to malicious tampering of image
content. This device- and data-dependent authentication tag is
embedded in the transmissions using the information hiding
scheme from [14], which is based on the principle that small
variations (by the information to be hidden into the transmitted
message) in the frequency response of the pulse shaping filter do
not affect the received information symbols, but can be reliably
identified at the receiver’s end by the intended recipient of the
hidden message.

II. PROPOSED PHYSICAL LAYER AUTHENTICATION

METHOD

For illustration, an end-to-end system model of the afore-
mentioned wireless monitoring scenario is shown in Fig. 1. The
following flow provides an overview of the proposed scheme.

1). The control room (Bob) creates a database of challenge-
response pairs of the PUF on the monitoring device (Alice).
This database is known only to Bob.

2). The monitoring device installed at the desired location (or
mounted on the desired UAV) captures and transmits im-
ages/video to the control room using a suitable wireless
communication system termed “reference communication
system”.

3). Using an on-chip true random number generator (TRNG),
Alice generates a random challenge Ctx to query the PUF
for a response Rtx.

4). Alice uses a perceptual image hash function to create an
authentication tag HI from Rtx of the image or video
bitstream mt to be transmitted to Bob.

5). Alice uses the proposed information hiding scheme [14] to
secretly transmit tt, which is a concatenation of Ctx and HI ,
along with mt.

6). From the received signal, Bob computes the received version
of mr and tr in order to recover mt and tt, respectively.

From tr, Bob obtains an estimated ĤI of HI and Crx of Ctx

subjected to bit error rate introduced by channel noise. Using
Crx, Bob retrieves the response Rrx from the database.

7). Using mr and Rrx, Bob generates his local copy of authen-

tication tag H̃I .

8). Bob compares H̃I against ĤI . The received message is ac-
cepted as originated from an authentic device and transmitted

by Alice if H̃I ≃ ĤI within the tolerance of hamming
distance. Otherwise it is rejected.

The steps involved are discussed in the following subsections.

A. Authentication Tag Generation

To securely authenticate the data transmitted by a remote
monitoring device, its authentication tag should satisfy the
following requirements. Firstly, the tag obtained from original
image should be substantially different from the tag computed
from the maliciously tampered image, but highly similar to the
tag computed from the (noisy) image received through the com-
munication channel. Secondly, the tag should also authenticate
the device. A malicious attack performed by either tampering
the image or changing the source device or a combination of
these acts should cause discriminable change on the tag value
while the inevitable noise contamination during the transmission
process shall have insignificant effect. Last but not least, the

bitstream of the tag should be sufficiently short for transmission
efficiency. To meet these requirements, the following processes
are involved in the proposed PUF based perceptual biohashing.

1) Adjoint Block-based DCT (Bb DCT) Concatenated Fea-
ture Extraction: Unlike biometric authentication problem, the
images that are to be sent by the monitoring device could
be highly diverse and dynamic. They cannot be pragmatically
associated with pre-defined classes, which means that training
phase is infeasible for such system. As a workaround of this
problem, robust and concise features of each individual image
are extracted. After applying pre-processing techniques (scal-
ing, filtering, histogram equalization) to preserve the original
salient features, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is used to
extract the local features from the DCT coefficients of the pre-
processed image I computed in the frequency domain. The first
DCT coefficient C(0, 0) is called the DC coefficient and the
remaining coefficients are called the AC coefficients of I .

As tampering tends to focus on dominant local instead of
global features, it can be better detected from the change in
dominant block features by performing DCT at block level.
Hence, the N × N image I is first divided into M non-
overlapping blocks before the 2D-DCT transform is applied on
each block to obtain its DCT coefficients. The DC coefficient
is relatively large in magnitude compares to its AC coefficients.
As perceptually sensitive content of an image resides predom-
inantly in the DC coefficient and a few of its neighboring low
frequency AC coefficients, only the first eight AC coefficients in
a raster scan order from the top left corner of the DCT spectrum
of each block are selected and quantized to extract the feature
vector of the block, as shown in Fig. 2. The extracted feature
vectors of all blocks are concatenated to form the feature vector
FI of the image I as follows:

FI = [f1, f2, f3, · · · , fM ] (1)

The 8-bit feature of the ith block is given by

fi = [Ci(1, 2), Ci(2, 1), · · · , Ci(3, 2), Ci(3, 3)] (2)

where Ci(p, q) denotes the quantized coefficient of the ith block
at spatial location (p, q).

As the block feature fi in (2) only has eight bits, it may be
hard to differentiate between bit flipping of original hash image
tag due to transmission noise from the modified hash value of
maliciously tampered image. Including more AC coefficients
does not help since they carry insignificant energy of the
localized perceptual information. Enlarging the DCT block size
will further reduce the granularity of energy concentration on
local features. To mitigate this problem, after calculating the
8-bit DCT binary feature of each block, the four neighboring
blocks are combined to form a larger “cblock”, as shown in
Fig. 2. The corresponding features are concatenated to form
a 32-bit feature vector of this cblock without compromising
the resolution and energy of localized features. Therefore, the
feature vector FI of image I will have M/4 adjoined cblock
features FB i,j for i, j ∈ 1, 2, · · · ,M/2, while each FB i,j is a
concatenation of four smaller subblock features fbm,n, where
(m,n) = (2i− 1, 2j− 1), (2i− 1, 2j), (2i, 2j− 1) and (2i, 2j).
FB i,j will be used as an input for the generation of perceptual
hash value.

2) Perceptual Biohashing by Image Sensor PUF: A PUF-
based biohashing scheme was first proposed in our previous
work [15] to incorporate both image features and device finger-
print. The final biohash vector can have comparatively flexible
bit length (≤ image feature dimension) and is capable of
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Fig. 1. End to end system diagram for tagged authentication based remote monitoring system.
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Fig. 2. An example of concatenated adjoint block-based DCT feature extraction
for a 4× 4 image subblock of I .

distinguishing different (image, device) combinations. In the
proposed system, a CMOS image sensor PUF [16], where the
CRPs are extracted from the fixed-pattern noise of its active
pixel array, is used as a “device biometric” to birthmark the
image source. A detailed description of the image sensor PUF
is beyond the scope of this paper. Interested readers are referred
to [16] for more details.

A perceptual biohash Hi of the ith block can be obtained
by the following steps. A device key Ri is first generated by
stimulating the image sensor PUF with a randomly generated
challenge Ci. The PUF response Ri is transformed into an
orthonormal matrix {Ui ∈ R

m|i = 1, 2, ..., n} by Gram-
Schmidt algorithm, where n is the length of the final hash vector
(n ≤ m).

Let FB i be the extracted m-bit feature vector of the ith

cblock. A random projection of FB i is made by its inner
product with Ui, i.e.,

vi = 〈FB i · Ui〉 = (Ui)
T (FB i) (3)

The projection result {vi}
n
k=1 ∈ R is digitalized by compar-

ing the kth member vi,k of vi against a pre-defined threshold τ
to obtain an n-bit binary vector {Hi}

n
k=1, i.e.,

Hi,k =

{

0 if vi,k ≤ τ

1 if vi,k > τ
(4)

where Hi,k ∈ 0, 1∀k = 0, 1, · · · , n− 1} is the kth binary bit
of Hi.

The hash value of I with M blocks of concatenated adjoint
DCT features is given by:

HI = [H1, H2, ..., HM ] (5)

The hash vectors computed from the transmitted image and

received image are denoted as HI and H̃I , respectively. Their

Fig. 3. Two groups of examples showing the original image, tampered image
and the detected region, respectively.

hamming distance (HD) is calculated at cblock level. If the HD
HDi between the hash vectors for the ith cblock of the two
images is detected to exceed a pre-defined threshold ttamp, the
ith cblock of the received image is considered to be tampered.
Otherwise the received image is accepted as authentic.

B. Wireless Communication System

We note that the proposed authentication scheme will work

if and only if H̃I ≃ ĤI . In order to satisfy this condition,
Bob should receive the authentication tag without any error, i.e.,

Crx = Ctx and ĤI = HI . Other desired properties are the tag
transmission should be stealthy, transparent to a receiver which
is not aware of the presence of the tag, and should not degrade
the performance of the underlying communication system. A
recently proposed information hiding scheme from [14] satisfies
all these requirements, and can therefore be used to realize
this physical layer authentication with PUF-based perceptual
image hash. The effectiveness of this scheme and its advantages
over [8]–[12] have been shown in [14] and the same system
model (with addition of forward error correction encoder and
decoder) is used here. The information hiding scheme will not
be reiterated here due to the page limit .

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

We constructed a database with 50 color images, and corre-
sponding manually tampered images using PhotoShop. In each
tampered image, the area of the tampered part is around 5% of
that of the original image. Fig. 3 shows two examples of the
original and tampered images from this database. The images
are resized to 256 × 256 pixels. The sizes of DCT block and
cblock are 16 × 16 and 32 × 32, respectively. The CMOS
image sensor based PUF is simulated in Cadence environment to
produce the CRP database for the authorized remote monitoring
camera device. More details on the uniqueness and randomness
of this PUF can be found in [16]. For illustration purpose, the
lengths of the challenge and response used are 12 and 512 bits,
respectively. The latter is rearranged into a 32 × 16-bit array
for hashing operation. All the image processing, transmission-
reception and authentication operations are implemented in
Matlab.



Perceptual robustness describes the ability of the image
hashing method to be resilient against non-malicious or content-
preserving modifications. In our case, it refers to resiliency
against the addition of noise due to wireless communication
channel, i.e., the hash values generated from the original images
and received (noisy) images should be within the threshold
of hamming distance, when generated using the same key in
each pair comparison. At the same time, the image hashing
method should also provide good tampering detection accuracy,
i.e., the hash values generated using the same key for original
image and tampered image should be different enough. We
simulated the wireless communication system shown in Fig. 1,
for channel with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with
SNR varying from 8 dB to 15 dB. Table. I second row shows
the average detection accuracy by comparing the hash values
generated from the original images and received (noisy) images.
The results obtained by comparing the hash values for original
images and hash values for received (noisy) tampered images
are shown in Table. I third row. We note that all the results in
Table I are obtained for same (empirically determined) threshold
ttamp = 0.3, which is used to classify the received image as
either original or tampered. Our image hashing method has
good perceptual robustness as well as good tampering detection
ability. Fig. 3 also shows the detected regions of the previous
two examples.

TABLE I
ACCURACY OF PERCEPTUAL ROBUSTNESS (PR) AND TAMPERING

DECTION (TD) PERFORMANCE.

SNR(dB) 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

PR1 0.27 0.6 0.87 0.94 1 1 1 1

TD2 0.98 0.96 1 0.96 0.94 0.92 0.92 0.92

PR1: Detection Rate of Noisy but Authentic Images.
TD2: Detection Rate of Noisy Tampered Images.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Hamming distance (HD) between (a)(different image, different device
key) (mean (HD)= 0.458); (a)(different image, same device key) (mean (HD)=
0.460); (b)(same image, different device key) (mean (HD)= 0.456)

The discriminability of the proposed system is also evaluated
by verifying the distinguishability of hash vectors generated for
the (different image, different device key) cases. Two additional
cases need to be evaluated. Firstly, as it is impractical for each
image to have a unique device key for transmission, the system
must be capable of differentiating the hash vectors among (dif-
ferent image, same device key) cases. Besides, the control unit
must be able to distinguish the hash vectors of the same images
sent by different devices. The discriminability of all the three
cases are evaluated by measuring their corresponding inter-class
hamming distances. By setting the ttamp to 0.3 as before, the
simulation results in Fig. 4 show 100% discriminability for all
the three cases as the normalized inter-class hamming distances
are all above 0.3.

Our simulation results on the bit error rate (BER) perfor-
mance of the recovered data and secret bitstreams from the
transmission and reception of 50 images based on the system

shown in Fig. 1 are in agreement with the results obtained
in [14]. The results showed that modifying the pulse shaping
filter coefficients of transmitter by the authentication tag (secret
bitstream) does not have any significant effect on the BERs
of image data bitstream. The received images are practically
identical without and with pulse shaping filter modification
by authentication tag. The authentication tag was retrieved
successfully without any error, i.e., tr = tt, for every simulation
of each SNR. Appropriate parameters were selected to take
advantage of embedding small number of tag bits into the
transmissions of large number of data bits.

For security analysis, we assume that Eve is a powerful
adversary who knows all about the system except the CRP
database. Eve succeeds in impersonating Alice if Bob accepts
her message as authentic. We note that Eve cannot simply
replay the previous transmissions from Alice. This is because
the authentication tag for every image is generated using the
PUF response to a random challenge, hence the tag is time-
and message-dependent. For Eve to impersonate Alice, the
authentication tag embedded in Eve’s transmission should look
authentic to Bob, i.e., with Eve’s Crx, the response Ri obtained
from Bob’s CRP database should generate an acceptable hash
value. As Eve also receives mr and tr, she can succeed in this
task provided that she can 1). obtain the correct responses (Ri)

to generate sufficiently accurate hash values (ĤI ) for multiple
images, 2). prepare a database of the observed challenges (Crx)
and response calculated in point 1). As perceptual image hash
is an intractable one-way function without the key [17], Eve
must first conduct an exhaustive search for right Ri to generate

the observed hash (ĤI ) value for each image. Then she has
to model the PUF based on the database she created from her
observations. Both these tasks are infeasible with sufficiently
long challenges, response and hash values. Alternatively, Eve
may attack by embedding a random authentication tag in her
transmission using her own transmitter, but the probability
that it will result in successfully authenticating Eve as Alice

is

∑16
⌈(1−ttamp)×16⌉[16Ci]

64

21024
. For a threshold of 0.3, this

probability is less than 10−74.

IV. CONCLUSION

A novel physical layer authentication method for remote
monitoring system in IoT is proposed in this paper. PUF-based
perceptual image hash not only enables the intended receipient
of a digital media to detect small malicious content tampering
from the received copy through a noisy public channel, but
also allows the control center to authenticate the source device
used to generate the digital content. The scheme is evaluated to
achieve good perceptual robustness, high tampering detection
rate and excellent discriminability for different content and
device scenarios.
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